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Abstract
Context: Global software development (GSD), although now a norm in the software industry, carries with it enormous
communication challenges. Careful management of task allocation across global development teams will alleviate some
communication challenges. Deciding how the various development tasks are separated is the responsibility of the software
architect, and occurs when the software is designed.
Objective: The current literature does not provide a cohesive picture of how the distributed nature of software development is taken into account during the design phase: what to avoid, and what works in practice. The objective of this
paper is to gain an understanding of software architecting in the context of GSD, in order to develop a framework of
challenges and solutions that can be applied in both research and practice.
Method: We conducted a systematic literature review (SLR) that synthesises (i) challenges GSD imposes on software
architecture design, and (ii) recommended practices to alleviate these challenges.
Results: We produced a comprehensive set of guidelines for performing software architecture design in GSD based
on 55 selected studies. Our framework comprises nine key challenges with 28 related concerns, and nine recommended
practices, with 22 related concerns for software architecture design in GSD. These challenges and practices were mapped
to a thematic conceptual model with the following concepts: Organization (Structure and Resources), Ways of Working
(Architecture Knowledge Management, Change Management and Quality Management), Design Practices, Modularity
and Task Allocation.
Conclusion: The synthesis of findings resulted in a thematic conceptual model of the problem area, a mapping of
the key challenges to practices, and a concern framework providing concrete questions to aid the design process in a
distributed setting. This is a first step in creating more concrete architecture design practices and guidelines.
Keywords: global software development, software architecture, software design, design practice, systematic literature
review
1. Introduction
Global software development (GSD) can be defined as
”software work undertaken at geographically separated locations across national boundaries in a coordinated fashion
involving real time (synchronous) and asynchronous interaction” [1]. As companies are constantly seeking more
ways to save on expenses, to expand and to find a larger
skills pool, there has been an increase in the number becoming involved in GSD through outsourcing and the creation of development divisions in developing economies.
With distribution comes distance in its many forms, which
particularly affects communication and how employees are
able to work together on the same task. Thus, allocating
work in such a distributed setting becomes much more
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challenging when compared to collocated software development.
One of the key issues affecting how work is allocated
to the distributed teams is the design of software architecture [3, 2]. The close structural dependency of the
software architecture and the developing organization was
already formulated as early as 1968 by Conway [4]: organizations which design systems (in the broad sense used
here) are constrained to produce designs which are copies
of the communication structures of these organizations.
Conway’s law has since been investigated in practice, most
recently by, e.g., de Santana et al. [5], Bano et al. [6], and
Imtiaz and Ikram [7], who all confirm that architecting
practices follow Conway’s law in GSD projects. However,
researchers also raise the issues of how strict communication structures may actually isolate teams (that may
appear closely linked otherwise) [6], and how the role of
expertise should also be considered when allocating tasks
[7].
In this study we conduct a review of the literature to
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examine whether it is necessary for architectural design to
take into account the distributed nature of development
work. The literature suggests that there are several differences in how software is developed in collocated teams,
as opposed to distributed teams. However, the literature
is unclear as to whether these differences impact design
decisions.
Addressing organizational constraints - such as how
communication is structured in reality – is especially crucial in GSD: the architecture should be such that it allows
the sensible distribution of the implementation work to different persons, teams, and sites available for the project.
In the optimal case, all the resources reserved for this work
are utilized to their full potential [8], and the work is distributed in such a way that the communication overhead
[9] caused by team distribution is minimized. However,
such optimization is difficult to achieve due to the many
challenges involved around distributed development. Furthermore, the level at which a software architect can actually consider all organizational factors varies due to demands set by functional requirements.
Thus, software architecture design is one of the most
challenging tasks in the development of software systems
[10]. In addition to considering organizational constraints,
such as the aforementioned aspects, the architect’s primary goal is to design a system that fulfills the given functional requirements. Furthermore, the architecture of a
software system is the main vehicle to actualize the quality requirements of the system, thus directly dictating the
quality properties of the product.
It is commonly acknowledged that best practices for
software architecture design comprise loosely coupled components with well-defined interfaces [2]. Loose coupling
follows ideas regarding modularization, information hiding, well-defined interfaces, and design by decisions (rather
than functional sequence), given as recommendations for
software design already during the 1970s by Parnas [11, 12,
13]. Parnas suggested that these practices aid in achieving software that is easier for new developers to understand
and existing developers to modify and extend reducing the
need to communicate with each other.
The assumption is that making components as independently implementable as possible would reduce the need
for inter-team communication, and thus ease GSD related
challenges. But is it that simple? Does practice follow
theory in actual cases? In an empirical study conducted
by Mustapic et al. [14], practitioners recognize the need
to tailor their architectural design practices to take into
account the complexity of implementing software across
different geographic locations. Participants in this study
warn: ”We have seen examples of distributed development
not being taken into account, this resulting in less than optimal architectural support for the process.” Furthermore,
Kwan et al. [15] show that the communication structure
is more linked to the task structure of the system than
to the actual component structure of the architecture - if
tasks span across many components, are the dependencies

between tasks recognized early enough in GSD?
So, how should the architectural design take into account the distributed nature of the development work?
What kind of practices exist that can support distributed
development? What are the GSD related challenges that
are not as obvious as work allocation which need to be addressed while architecting software? Our goal in this study
is to present answers to these questions by performing a
systematic literature review (SLR).
This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we
present background on GSD and software architecture as
well as a brief overview of the related literature which highlights the need for our SLR. Our review methodology is
presented in Section 3. The results of the SLR are given
in Section 4, and in Section 5 we discuss the findings and
provide practical checklists. Finally, conclusions and future work are given in Section 6.
2. Background and Related Work
In this Section we will cover relevant background on
the topics of this study, namely global software development (GSD): its drivers and challenges and particularly
the role of software architecture in a GSD context. We
then look more deeply into software architecture and particularly its design, and finally, we discuss related work
regarding research done in designing software architecture
in GSD. Thus, this section focuses on the problem in GSD
architectural design, leading us to construct our research
questions that drive our SLR.
2.1. Global Software Development
Global software development has grown from a phenomenon to a paradigm in the past ten years. The main
reasons behind distributing work to different sites across
the globe are cost savings, access to larger skills pool, reduced time to market and proximity to customer. Other
benefits such as shared best practices and innovations and
improved task modularization also accrue [16]. However,
there are many challenges within GSD that prohibit companies from realizing these expected benefits. Furthermore, a systematic review revealed that a clear majority of empirical studies in GSD are actually problem reports [17] rather than success stories. Based on the study
by Ó Conchúir et al. [18], the expectations that shared
best practices would spread and increase innovation appear mythical. Also, they note that many of the most
common expected benefits have only been partially realized. For example, an expected gain from GSD is utilizing
time zone differences to increase speed and reduce time to
market. However, while some positive results have been
achieved using well thought out processes [19, 20, 21, 22],
Ó Conchúir et al. [18] found that these benefits are often
mythical.
The reasons behind poor outcomes of distributed projects are largely due to the many challenges brought by the
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three dimensions of distance - temporal distance (different
time zones), geographical distance (physical distance between people), and socio-cultural distance (different ways
of working, language, interpretation issues, etc.) [23, 24].
The challenges that distance brings are mainly due to increased effort required for communication, coordination
and control [24]. For example, consider temporal distance.
Due to time-zone differences, communication is in many
cases asynchronous. Emails and even instant messages get
answered with delay, and phone calls may not be made
during office hours due to non-overlap of office hours between the sites. This results in delays in product development, rather than being able to effectively utilize the
time zone difference to the company’s advantage – the
so called follow-the-sun method (FTS) [25]. If correctly
managed processes are in place, FTS may be a solution in
speeding the development, but coordination of the project
requires specific practices developed particularly for FTS
[20, 21, 22]. Furthermore, coordination, to support the
division of work, is challenging due to possible delays, integration issues and missing skills. The dependencies between tasks need to be considered even more carefully than
in a collocated project.
The challenges brought about by global distance are
well recognized and documented in the GSD literature;
as are the associated solutions to the distance problem.
Distance mostly affects the soft aspects regarding teams
and project management, and the proposed solutions often
consider practices and processes rather than technical aspects [26, 27]. Research preference towards project/ engineering management is also clearly seen in tertiary studies
of literature reviews of the field [28, 8]. Suggested practices
include increasing traveling between sites, choosing sites
in culturally similar locations, having a working infrastructure, and having a face-to-face kick-off of the project
[19, 23, 29, 26]. On a larger scale, one success factor is simply that management must correctly identify the reasons
for entering distributed development in the first place. A
review showed that, in most cases, the reasons for going
into GSD were actually unclear or irrelevant to the project
[17]. Other studies showed that a company’s success could
be achieved when changes are based on the company’s actual needs, and when methodologies and technologies used
are given due consideration [30, 31].
The role of (software) product architecture is rarely
brought to the fore when discussing challenges in GSD.
Nonetheless, it is the main vehicle for determining the task
structure, which is especially critical in GSD. The architect’s key role in GSD is noted by Herbsleb [32], which was
supported later by Britto et al. [33]. Herbsleb discusses
how architectural design affects coordination and guides
developers. He points out that software architects do not
only design the structure of the product, but they also design the task dependencies among the teams designing and
building the system. These dependencies have a straightforward effect on required communication between these
teams. Architects should, in fact, be able to measure how

well the given design fits the organization who are developing it. Similarly, Noll et al. [26] point out the need for
a modular product architecture in order to reduce communication overhead. Babar and Lescher [30] also raise
software architecture as a key strategy for success in a
GSD project, as the architecture, and particularly how it
answers to quality demands, and determines dependencies.
2.2. Software Architecture
Software architecture is defined by the ISO/IEC/IEEE
42010:2011 standard [34] as ”fundamental concepts or properties of a system in its environment embodied in its elements, relationships, and in the principles of its design and
evolution”. Thus, software architecture design involves the
definition of such elements and their relationships based on
certain agreed principles. These elements are then given
in a software architecture description, which essentially
documents the decisions and the elements making the architecture.
Software architecture design was originally fairly unstandardized, and the need for quality architecture design
was not recognized until closer to the 21st century [35].
For example, architecture descriptions took time to evolve
from simple boxes and lines to more complex and standardized formats [35]. Ever since the boxes and lines era,
the two key concepts in software architecture have been
the separation of the system to entities (the boxes) that
fulfill the functional requirements of a system, and the
interaction (lines) between these entities. Moving on to
component-based design in 2000, it has become increasingly common that at least one architecture view is made
where the system is given in terms of components and
the relationships between them [36]. Usage relationships
are particularly important to describe, as they dictate the
need for interfaces - what parts of a components functionality are made available for others to use? Separating
tasks into components and having well-defined interfaces
to increase modularization [11, 12, 13] would allow developers to work more independently, decreasing the need for
communication between teams developing different components. To some extent, this follows Conway’s law [4] in
which software architecture design should reflect the communication structures of the organization. Herbsleb and
Grinter [37], when discussing GSD, explicitly recommend
following Conway’s law: ”Attend to Conway’s Law: Have
a good, modular design and use it as the basis for assigning work to different sites. The more cleanly separated the
modules, the more likely the organization can successfully
develop them at different sites.” If the architecture is not
designed with the organization in mind, then it is natural
that the organizational structure will be modified to suit
the architecture (as suggested by recent work [38]), as the
component dependencies will greatly dictate communication needs between different teams.
The most common practices and recommended solutions for certain recurring problems in architecture design
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have been catalogued in various sources and forms. Software architecture styles, for instance, describe very highlevel choices on how a system is to be implemented [39].
A software architecture can take various forms, for example, a layered or a pipeline typed structure, and interactions can be, for example, message-based [42] or servicebased, implemented following the principles of SOA(P)
[40], the RESTful approach [41], or applying the most
recent trend of chopping functions to so-called microservices [43, 44]. The microservice approach has particularly evolved from the demands of increasing use of cloud
computing [45, 46] and following *aaS (as a Service) approaches, where there is no single composition of software
for one particular (group of) user(s), but flexibility is a
must.
Common approaches are also product line architectures
[10] and framework type systems [47], which enable large
reuse of existing structures with only a limited number
of exchangeable components to tailor the system to each
customers specific needs. Lower-level principles called design patterns have also been recorded for different types of
systems (see, e.g., Gamma et al. [48], Hohpe et al. [49],
Schmidt et al. [50]), and architecture design can even be
pattern-driven [51].
No matter what solutions are chosen, there is always a
decision behind that choice. Software architecture design
has, in fact, recently been focusing more on the decisions
and the relationships between them [44, 52]. In a decisioncentered approach, intangible concerns, such as what programming language or messaging protocol to use, or what
kind of open source components to select, can be recorded
and their relationships and effect on the code be tracked
more easily. New approaches to software architecture reviews or evaluations are targeted more on such decisions,
rather than expecting low-level component diagrams of a
system [53]. Decisions made during the architecture design are also closely tied to the skills that are required to
implement the architecture. Resources are a significant
driving force in architecture design - if there is no expertise in certain technologies or solutions, they are unlikely
to be selected or used as the primary solution, even if they
would be the best solution if the skill was available.
Finally, architecture design decisions, driven by concerns, are evaluated against the non-functional requirements of a system. These are mostly associated with
quality attributes [54]. In other words, a software system can be implemented in many ways to fulfill its functional requirements, but in order to fulfill the quality requirements, skillful architecture design is critical. Architectural choices dictate to a wide extent how the system responds to quality requirements. There are several qualitydriven design approaches, one of the most notable ones being quality attribute-oriented software architecture design
method (QASAR) as presented by Bosch [10]. Good software architecture design is thus essential to achieve good
quality software. In order to achieve quality, the architect
needs to consider both traditional non-functional require-

ments, such as measuring up to quality requirements in
terms of modifiability, maintainability, performance, and
how well the current resources support the chosen design
decisions. If the available skills do not match the architectural choices, the resulting task will be overwhelming
for the developers and require much more effort than estimated [9].
2.3. Architectural Design in GSD
Based on existing research in GSD and the common
principles for software architecture design, we identified
certain gaps in the literature. Firstly, it is unclear how
quality demands are met in a globally distributed project.
Quality assurance is difficult even in a collocated project,
and is highly dependent on software architecture design.
When communication is hindered, it is unclear how all
quality demands are considered and how closely implementation follows the design. Jimenez et al. [31] point
out the need for extra quality processes in GSD projects
and Vaikar et al. [55] give a four-pillars approach which includes quality evaluation, but other than that no answers
seem to exist. Second, is the issue of modularity - a driver
behind task separation and how Conway’s law appears in
practice. We need to know the level of modularity which
is considered in today’s software development, and does
it consider the global distribution of developers? Thirdly,
are skills taken into account when designing software for
distributed development? Taking into account resources
and matching architecture to skills would reduce defects,
and in a distributed setting there are fewer opportunities
to lean on team members to teach less familiar techniques.
Finally, does Conway’s law go beyond the composition and
structure of the architecture, or can it extend to technical
decisions and skills required from the organizational perspectives? All the aforementioned questions relate to the
process and practices of designing software architecture,
and answers can be found by seeking recommended practices for architecting in a distributed organization. Additionally, there is a follow-up question: are there particular
challenges in designing software architecture for GSD that
might hinder the best possible practices?
There have been several systematic literature reviews
in the area of GSD, as revealed by the tertiary study by
Verner et al. [8]. Based on this study, it can clearly be
seen that organizational factors, engineering or development process, and software project management issues are
the most studied areas in GSD. Notably, from the listed
24 SLR studies, only one which involves design is listed: a
review concentrating on architecture knowledge management (AKM) issues by Ali et al. [56]. Several studies
consider software construction [57], but from the process
viewpoint. This strongly suggests that there is a gap in
design related research within GSD.
Ali et al. [56] captured key concepts of AKM in GSD,
to include architecture knowledge coordination practices
and the most crucial challenges. Based on a meta-analysis
of the literature, they presented a meta-model for AKM
4

in a GSD environment. Several practical design related
issues were found, but the focus of the study is knowledge
management, rather than the process of making architecture design decisions and other activities during the design/implementation phase in software development, which
is the focus of our research. What the meta-analysis does
reflect is a clear delineation between architectural management in a co-located setting compared to a distributed
development setting.
Software architecture related studies in the context of
GSD have also been reviewed by Mishra and Mishra [58].
They have identified that the main focal areas concerning
architecting are knowledge management, process and quality, and framework and tool support. Again, this research
does not capture the concrete practices of how to produce the architecture and achieve, for example, the quality
goals.
By identifying aforementioned gaps in the literature we
have constructed our research questions:

4. Exclude open source studies;
5. Exclude experimentations with student teams;
6. Exclude repeated studies (studies with two versions
e.g., conference and journal);
7. Include only peer-reviewed studies;
Criteria 1 and 2 come directly from our research question - architecture design practices in distributed software
development. While screening the abstracts of the studies we also considered architecture evaluation as design, as
it can be undertaken during design formation. Whether
evaluation-related studies were actually included depends
on the content, where we ask “do they provide design practices”? Criterion 3 is to limit the scope and refine the
question - in cases of outsourcing there are often quite separated teams for different tasks and less work undertaken
on the same issues between sites. Further, we wanted to
concentrate on the case where all sites belong to the same
organization and have same organizational and business
drivers behind the design. For this reason we also excluded
open source projects (Criterion 4) and student projects
(Criterion 5). In Criterion 6, in order not to skew results,
we chose the most comprehensive version where a study
had been duplicated, which is usually the journal version.
Finally, we did not make exclusions based on the type of
study, as long as it was peer-reviewed and had novel input, (Criterion 7) as challenges are often described in experience reports and reviews, rather than in pure research
papers.
We searched six databases, and altogether we found
1820 papers in our searches. The search process and how
many papers were found or selected in each phase is presented in Fig. 1. As a result of the process, a set of 55
reviewed papers are included in this study. Each stage
of the selection process was validated by one or two independent researchers. Validation at each stage helped to
sharpen the inclusion criteria. Validation is explained in
more detail in Appendix A.

RQ1: What are the challenges in software architecture
design when developing software across globally distributed
sites?
RQ2: What are the recommended practices for software
architecture design when developing software across globally distributed sites?
To answer these, we have undertaken the systematic
literature review presented in this paper. Individual articles discussing software architecture in the context of GSD
appear as part of the review, and are presented in the following sections.
3. Review Method
3.1. Protocol
For our review protocol we followed the steps recommended by Kitchenham [59] and Wohlin et al. [60]. The
steps were derived for software engineering following the
protocol as reported by Beecham et al. [61]. The protocol
followed in this SLR is included in Appendix A. We used
the following inclusion and exclusion criteria for selecting
papers:

3.2. Sensitivity Analysis Results
When performing a systematic literature review one
must be aware of skewed results, particularly if studies
from very similar background dominate the selection. Results may be biased if the studies focus on a particular era,
are performed by a certain research group(s) or in a small
region [59], [60]. In order to identify potential bias in the
selected studies we performed sensitivity analysis, where
we analyzed the distribution of primary studies based on
publication year, geography, type of study and publication
venue.
The distribution of selected studies per type is illustrated in Fig. 2. A majority of the studies are case studies
and experience reports which have a practical approach to
the research questions. Experiment type studies mainly
propose new approaches with initial validation, and their
main contribution, as with reviews, is to gather the known

1. Include only studies concerning 2 or more sites in
different geographic locations;
2. Include only studies concerning the design, development or implementation phase;
3. Include only papers with projects within the same
company (offshore insourcing only, no offshore outsourcing1 );
1 Offshore insourcing: Leveraging company-internal resources situated in a different country
Offshore outsourcing: Leveraging external third-party resources situated in a different country [62]
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with a total of six studies published by 2005, after which
the number of studies increases significantly. There is a
distinctive peak in publications in year 2010, for which we
could not find a clear explanation, other than we could
see that research gains more interest every few years, then
drops and starts building up again. After research in the
area gained momentum again until 2016, we only found
two publications in total from January 2017 to May 2018
that fit our selection criteria.
Naturally, many studies involve several countries due
to the topic of our SLR, but the countries listed in Fig. 4
are the ones where the research group reporting the study
resides. There are 14 countries in total, and almost 24%
of the studies originate from the USA. Furthermore, apart
from 4 studies originating from Brazil, three originating
from Mexico and two from India; all other studies are performed by researchers in Europe (60%).
Finally, Fig. 5 shows where primary studies were published. A majority of the studies were published in the proceedings of the International Conference on Global Software Engineering (ICGSE). Several studies were published
in conferences focused on architecture, Working International Conference on Software Architecture (WICSA) or
European Conference in Software Architecture (ECSA),
and in the largest general software engineering conference International Conference on Software Engineering (ICSE).
Nine articles were published in journals - four of them in
IEEE Software, while all others were in different journals.
The column Other represents here the 13 different conferences where 14 of the studies were published. The publication venues were all clearly software engineering oriented.
We additionally analyzed the distribution of primary
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challenges. The studies of type ”other” are multi-method
studies, proposed tools, frameworks and position papers.
The distribution of publications per year is given in
Fig. 3. We did not restrict our search to specific years,
and the earliest publication included is from year 1999,
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studies based on what kind of software development process was used, what was the domain under study, and
what size was the company in case. We found that in 71%
of the studies the used software development process was
not specified. In 15% the case study company used some
form of agile process, 5% followed the waterfall process,
and in 5% the study described several cases, where one
or more used agile and one ore more some other process.
The company size was undefined in 69% of the studies,
while in 29% the company was multinational or large. In
62% of the cases the domain was not specified, while 13%
of the studies covered cases from various domains. The
largest individual domain was telecommunications, which
was represented in 7% of the studies.
Therefore, this sensitivity analysis highlights a bias in
the studies that we need to be aware of in our data synthesis. Themes found are likely to take on a mainly Western
view of the problem area. Further, we cannot be sure on
how much of the reported practices depend on used process
or size of company, as in over two thirds of the studies this
background information was not specified. On a more positive note, there is a good spread of methods used across
all studies which should produce a rich set of data that we
can draw on to answer our research questions.

Phase 3: searching for themes. In this phase the codes
were sorted into and under potential themes. The codes
were analyzed and we considered how different codes could
be combined to form a more general, overarching theme.
The codes were arranged based on their relationships to
each other, resulting in sub-themes under the main themes.
Phase 4: reviewing themes. After forming a set of candidate themes, they were refined. We had two iterations
of reviewing the themes - firstly, we re-read the extracts
that were placed under each theme, and confirmed whether
it still belonged under the suggested theme, or moved it
under another theme. Secondly, again, as proposed by
Braun and Clarke [63], there was a discussion among the
researchers about the themes, which lead to a significant
rewording of the theme names and theme re-organization.
Phase 5: defining and reviewing the themes. This phase
identified the ”story” behind a theme, conducting and
writing an analysis of what each theme reveals about the
subject.
Phase 6: writing the report.
After performing these steps, we had identified a set
of challenges and recommended practices related to architecture design in GSD, grouped under themes. Through
analysis of the challenges and good practices we were able
to elicit relationships between the themes. This brought
out a thematic conceptual model of the problem field architecting in GSD. Furthermore, based on the analysis
performed, we mapped the challenges and practices into
a concern framework. The model and concern framework
are presented in the Results section.

3.3. Data Synthesis
Because of the versatility of the material, we decided
to synthesize the data with thematic synthesis [63]. Thematic synthesis organizes the material in a way that makes
it easier to identify the key findings of the primary studies.
Using thematic synthesis enables a rather rich presentation
of data within limited space and is more flexible [64, 65].
It is also particularly suitable for studies with mixed methods [60], as is the case here. There are weaknesses as well
(mostly due to the transparency of the process), but both
the strengths and the applicability of this synthesis technique made it the best choice for this study.
Our thematic synthesis is inductive and data driven,
i.e., we have not tried to fit the findings into an existing
theoretical framework, but the themes have been produced
purely from the data itself. We followed the procedure
as described by Braun and Clarke [63], who define the
following six phases for performing thematic analysis.
Phase 1: familiarizing oneself with the data. This was
done during the review process, as all included primary
studies were fully read by at least one author, while others read a portion of the studies as part of the validation
process.
Phase 2: generating initial codes.
We generated
the initial codes by collecting extracts from the primary
studies that would directly answer the research questions.
From the extracts we could identify a description of a challenge or some kind of practice, technique or advice on how
to perform architectural design. We then developed the
actual codes by identifying common or related words from
the extracts.

4. Results
We will go through the results of our analysis by first
revisiting the research questions to summarize our findings. We will then proceed by presenting a conceptual
model derived from the literature in Subsection 4.2. Finally, in Subsection 4.3 we will present challenges and practices for architecting in GSD in more detail, including how
each challenge and solution maps to the research papers
(Tables 1-8) and by extension to the research questions.
4.1. Revisiting the Research Questions
RQ1: What are the main challenges in software architecture design when developing software across globally
distributed sites?
From the analysis it became quite clear that the main
challenges stem from the distributed nature of GSD, particularly the organization and the teams. Challenges include considering organization structure in the design, finding the issues that affect how distributed teams can best
work, and managing awareness in distributed teams - including awareness of architecting practices and guidelines.
Defining clear ways of working, including quality and change
management practices is particularly important to ensure
7

that responsibilities regarding these issues are clear and
that they are handled with due diligence.

needed to take responsibility for each. Design decisions
and project management are also often conflicted - the
best possible design in terms of quality may not always
be possible due to project management restrictions, and
critical design needs may, in turn, result in resource acquisition or organization restructuring. These two core
concepts of architecting are noted with stereotypes in Fig.
6 to distinguish under which core concept each theme falls.
Further, classes where these concepts overlap are marked
with a special stereotype ”Design decisions and Project
Management”. The core concepts overlap most clearly in
Ways of Working. Ways of Working include, for example, processes to check compliance to requirements, quality management, and communication, which are clearly
project management tasks. However, all these tasks may
have a huge influence on design decisions, and it is impossible to completely separate design-related aspects from
managerial aspects in this area. For example, a manager
decides the processes for Architectural Knowledge Management (AKM), including how architectural artefacts are
stored. However, the actual artefacts to be stored are a
direct result of design decisions. Furthermore, design decisions make up the architecture and thus greatly affect its
understandability, but how the architecture is presented
and communicated may have just as big an effect, and
these are determined by Ways of Working. In Figure 6 we
have given three sub-themes for Ways of Working - AKM,
Quality Management and Change Management. There is
a strong link also between Change Management and Modularity. A modular design will help in managing changes,
as it is possible to isolate software changes to well-defined
”modules”. However, poor change management will make
maintaining a modular architecture more difficult.
Design Decisions follow common Design Practices. Most
commonly accepted design practices, in turn, strive for
a modular architecture. How well Modularity has been
achieved can be calculated by using the metrics for Coupling (dependencies between components).
In addition to Ways of Working, project management
and design decisions also overlap in Task Allocation. At
the heart of task allocation is Conway’s law - the software
architecture and its developing organization will end up
mirroring each other. Either the organization will be a
driver in separating the architecture into components that
fit the organization, or the software architecture will drive
the restructuring of the organization to fit the development tasks’ required communication structure. Thus, both
the design and particularly the modularity of the architecture and the organization (its structure and resources)
determine task allocation. Furthermore, task allocation,
through Conway’s law, also affects the design and the organization in turn.
In addition to themes and how they relate to each
other, we show the challenges [C1-C9] and practices [P1P9] we found in our analysis under each theme in Fig. 6
– these challenges and practices effectively answer our research questions, as challenges are findings for RQ1 and

RQ2: What are the recommended practices for software architecture design when developing software across
geographically distributed sites?
The discovered recommended practices include the need
for a well-thought out work distribution that mirrors the
structure of the product and the structure of the organization. Work should be broken into manageable pieces.
Furthermore, having clearly defined design practices and
interfaces will enhance loose coupling and support the aims
of work distribution. The need for communicating the architecture across different sites should be recognized, and
different views used as needed. The distributed nature of
the organization should be considered when assigning architects and organizing the design work.

4.2. Architecting in GSD
Our thematic analysis of the literature allowed us to
produce a conceptual model of the problem area, shown
in class diagram format in Fig. 6. Themes (concepts) are
presented as classes, practices and challenges are given (in
condensed form due to space restrictions) as class members (coded with P1-P9 for practices and C1-C9 for challenges), and different themes have relationships between
them. We have used the directed labeled association to
mark the cases where the concepts have indisputable relationship between them. We have used the directed dependency notation where the relationship between concepts
is clear but how much actions regarding one theme affect
another depends on the case organization and project. Finally, inheritance is used to notate a special relationship
between themes and directly derived sub-themes. We have
also included a note on Conway’s law to clarify the relationships between Organization, Task Allocation and Design Decisions. Note that these are only the themes that
arose from our SLR. While the concepts as such are familiar to the architecting community, the given themes
are ones that appear to have particular importance in the
context of GSD.
As is commonly known, the core of architecting is the
Design Process, and this applies to GSD as well. The
design process is often managed and dictated by the architect, or a team of architects, who has a certain role.
Another option is to have a team of developers sharing
architectural responsibilities, as may be in the case where
agile practices are used. The role of architect is not selfevident, and contains many social and organizational aspects in addition to holding the main responsibility for the
design decisions [44] and the architect’s managerial role is
particularly emphasized in GSD.
The design process thus entails project management issues as well as design decisions. We are separating these
into two separate concepts, as often different roles are
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Key:

<<Design decisions and
Project management>>

P1...Pn: Practices (recommended)
C1...Cn: Challenges (issues)

<<core concept>>

Theme name

Role

: Theme with core concept
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has
<<Design decisions and
Project management>>

: Strong relationship between
themes

Architect

: Relationship depends on
organization
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<<Design decisions and
Project management>>

Design Process
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<<Design decisions>>

<<Design decisions and Project
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Project Management

Design Decisions

Ways of Working
includes determining

dictates protocols for

<<Design decisions and
Project management>>

<< Project management>>

Architectural
Knowledge
Management

<<Project management>>
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<<Project management>>

<<Project management>>

Structure

Resources

Inability to match org.
structure to design (C1)
Ensure compliance to
org. structure in design
(P1)

Consider available
resources (P9)
determines

can be affected by

Difficulties with keeping
architecture understandable (C2)
Apply analysis methods (P2)
Use different diagrams (P3)

Quality
Management
Insufficient quality
assurance (C4)

Lack of awareness
between distributed
teams (C3)
Ensure knowledge of
architectural artefacts
(P4)
Establish a single
repository for arch.
artefacts (P5)
Use a specific team of
architects to distribute
knowledge (P6)

implement

<<Design decisions>>

<<Design decisions>>

Design Practices

Change
Management
Inability to maintain a
stable architecture (C5)
Lack of compliance (C6)

affects

Incorrectly applied or
insufficiently defined
practices (C7)
Apply commonly
acknowledged
practices and
guidelines (P7)

induce

<<Design decisions>>

<<Design decisions and
Project management>>

Task Allocation
Issues with work items
spanning across sites
(C9)
[Conway's law: organization and
architecture mirror each other.]
Design-driven task allocation may lead to
restructuring the organization (teams), while
organization-driven task allocation may
affect design decisions

Modularity
determines

Difficulties identifying
dependencies (C8)
Well-defined
interfaces (P8)
can be calculated
as

<<Design decisions>>

Coupling

Figure 6: Architecting in GSD.

practices for RQ2. Individual studies often only discussed
either challenges or practices to architecting – it was rare
that actual solutions were proposed to perceived challenges.
Using the conceptual model as given in Fig. 6 we were able
to match challenges with the practices we found in the reviewed literature. In many cases we could see that the
practices mirror the challenge.

recommended practices are further broken down to concrete concerns, which are given at such a detailed level
that a practitioner should be able to see if such concerns
are addressed. We will go through the concern framework
focusing on themes introduced in Fig. 6, discuss the challenges and practices in more detail and complement them
with lower-level concerns which will aid in practical architecting. The next sub-sections consider challenges and
practices for the Organization, Ways of Working, Architectural Knowledge Management, Quality Management,
Change Management, Design Practices, Modularity, and
Task Allocation. Citations for the 55 papers included in
our literature review are given in numeric form with a

4.3. Concern Framework
Having answered the RQs, we developed a concern
framework from our SLR. The concern framework essentially maps individual practices to challenges, thus providing solutions to identified problems. Challenges and
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Table 1: Concerns for Organization

ID

C1

P1

P9

Challenge/Practice

Challenge - Inability to
match organization
structure and practices
to architectural design
and assign tasks
accordingly

Practice - Ensure that
organization/work
allocation is compliant
with architecture design

Practice - Consider
available resources from
different sites in the
design

Concerns

References

Difficulties with making the organization reporting structure match the geographic distribution of
tasks (C1 co1)

[SLR1],[SLR2],
[SLR3],[SLR4]

Overlooking organization management (C1 co2)

[SLR5],[SLR6],
[SLR7]

Insufficient matching of code to available resources
(C1 co3)

[SLR2]

Lack of alignment between architectural decisions
to organization structure and not reflecting architectural changes to organization (C1 co4)

[SLR1],[SLR8].
[SLR9],[SLR10],
[SLR11],[SLR12]

Difficulties with correctly identifying dependencies
between work units and thus assigning work to
distributed teams (C1 co5)

[SLR13],
[SLR14],
[SLR15]

Inability to maintain experts from all domains required for change implementation (C1 co6)

[SLR2], [SLR8]

Misaligned interests and undesirability of tasks
make task distribution challenging (C1 co7)

[SLR16]

Ensure that components that will be dispersed to
distributed teams are loosely coupled or otherwise
plan component breakdown to independent modules based on distribution of teams (P1 co1)

[SLR1],[SLR4],
[SLR9],[SLR13],
[SLR14],[SLR17],
[SLR18],[SLR19],
[SLR20],[SLR21],
[SLR22]

Retain tightly coupled work items at one site
(P1 co2)

[SLR2],[SLR4],
[SLR13],[SLR14],
[SLR15]

Let the architecture determine how tasks are allocated, and who is responsible for each task’s teams
(P1 co3)

[SLR4],[SLR23],
[SLR24]

Break work items to easily manageable pieces
(considers one subsystem, can be handled by one
person) (P1 co4)

[SLR2], [SLR21]

Identify where the domain expertise lies and allocate tasks accordingly (P9 co1)

[SLR2],[SLR5],
[SLR19],[SLR20]

bibliography at the end of this paper in a separate section
(”Selected 55 Papers for the SLR”). Note that citations
within the text from papers selected for the SLR are noted
with the prefix ”SLR”.

and practices are further broken down to concerns - smaller
scale challenges or more detailed ways to implement the
practice.
The challenge regarding the organization relates to matching the organizational structure and practices to architectural design and task assignment (C1). This challenge
already explicitly shows how tightly linked the organization and architectural design are and how they overlap in
allocating tasks. We have grouped here the challenges and

4.3.1. Organization
Table 1 shows the challenges and recommended practices specific to the organization, its structure and resources. Each challenge and practice is given an ID (P
for Practice, C for Challenge and a number). Challenges
10

Table 2: Concerns for Ways of Working

ID

Challenge/Practice

C2

Challenge - Difficulties
in keeping architecture
decisions understandable

P2

Practice - Apply
analysis methods for
detecting dependencies
and conflicts

P3

Practice -Use different
types of diagrams for
different stakeholders

Concerns

References

Insufficient understanding of architectural decisions in teams and other stakeholder groups
(C2 co1)

[SLR3],[SLR4],
[SLR12],[SLR14],
[SLR21],[SLR25]

Use (call) graphs/matrices to depict and detect
coupling (P2 co1)

[SLR9],[SLR13],
[SLR18],[SLR20],
[SLR25],[SLR27]

Use visualization of decisions/metrics (P2 co2)

[SLR11],[SLR25],
[SLR28]

Use collaborative modeling (P2 co3)

[SLR29]

Use a variety of diagrams to promote awareness
(P3 co1)

[SLR4],[SLR12],
[SLR14],[SLR25],
[SLR30],[SLR31],
[SLR32],[SLR33]

Don’t over-rely on UML diagrams (P3 co2)

[SLR30]

practices that consider the organization prior to allocating
tasks, i.e., what should be considered when task allocation
is at planning stage, where the focus is on fitting the organizational practices, structure and resources to design
– task allocation challenges being a result of not solving
this organizational challenge and related concerns (C1 co1,
C1 co2, C1 co3, C1 co4 and C1 co7). Concerns also touch
other themes, such as implementing changes (C1 co6) and
identifying dependencies (CI co5), further showcasing how
tightly linked the design practices and project management issues are when architecting.
The corresponding practices state that one should ensure that the architectural design and organization are a
match (P1) and remember to consider the available resources (P9), especially domain expertise (P9 co1). The
concerns related to structure provide more concrete guidelines - ensuring that components sent to different sites
are loosely coupled ones (P1 co1), keeping tightly coupled
items to one site (P1 co2), using an architecture-driven
approach for task allocation (P1 co3) and breaking down
work items to manageable pieces (P1 co4).
One can clearly see that organization related practices
seem to follow Conway’s law – but which comes first, the
organization or the architecture, and how to match them?
Matching, in turn, boils down to task allocation, since
the underlying cause for all concerns here is the need for
developers to communicate when they are working on dependent components, and distance makes communication
more difficult.

the design process where project management and design
decisions overlap. There are three sub-themes for Ways
of Working, which will be covered separately. On this
level we identified a challenge in keeping the architecture
decisions understandable (C2), with it’s related concern
(C2 co1) of decisions not being understood by developers
or other stakeholders who should be able to understand
the architecture. This could be aided by applying analysis methods (P2), particularly using different methods to
detect (P2 co1) and visualize (P2 co2) different aspects of
the architecture. Furthermore, stakeholders have different
backgrounds, which should be taken into account when introducing the architecture, and understandability can be
aided by using different views (P3) and selecting the view
based on the stakeholder’s needs and level or expertise
on the design (P3 co1). Further, to aid understandability, architects should not over-rely on technical diagrams,
such as UML, (P3 co2) as evidence shows that different
sites may have difficulties interpreting such diagrams due
to different backgrounds.
4.3.3. Architectural Knowledge Management
One essential sub-theme under Ways of Working is Architectural Knowledge Management (AKM). AKM is a
sensitivity point between project management and design
- architectural knowledge is key for quality design, and
communicating that knowledge is key for successful implementation. AKM related challenges and recommended
practices are presented in Table 3. The main challenge in
AKM is indeed lack of awareness, i.e., failure to communicate (C3). The more concrete concerns highlight specific
issues around communication, such as not using an electronic knowledge management system even if there is one
available (C3 co4), and lack of communication leading to

4.3.2. Ways of Working
Challenges and recommended practices related to Ways
of Working are listed in Table 2. As seen in Figure 6,
the Ways of Working theme considers many aspects of
11

Table 3: Concerns for AKM

ID

Challenge/Practice

Concerns

References

C3

Challenge - Lack of
awareness between
distributed teams and
problems due to
communication and
knowledge management
challenges

Problems caused due to not involving an architect with sufficient technical background knowledge (C3 co1)

[SLR4],[SLR18]

Difficulties in effective creation and sharing of architectural artefacts (C3 co2)

[SLR12],[SLR14],
[SLR15],[SLR16],
[SLR34],[SLR35]

Difficulties in maintaining a common view of the
project (C3 co3)

[SLR4],[SLR12],
[SLR14],[SLR36],
[SLR37]

Inconsistent usage of electronic systems for knowledge sharing due to preference of social networks
(C3 co4)

[SLR35],[SLR36]

Impractical condensing of knowledge due to high
dependency on one lead architect (C3 co5)

[SLR17],[SLR37]

Insufficient architectural documentation (C3 co6)

[SLR35],[SLR39],
[SLR40],[SLR41]

P4

Practice
Ensure
knowledge
of
architectural artefacts and
practices across sites
with communication

Communicate architectural artefacts and practices
clearly to all sites (P4 co1)

[SLR3],[SLR4],
[SLR8],[SLR14],
[SLR17],[SLR21],
[SLR25],[SLR31],
[SLR35],[SLR37],
[SLR41],[SLR42],
[SLR43],[SLR44],
[SLR45]

P5

Practice - Establish a
single repository for architectural artefacts

Maintain a single repository for architectural artefacts accessible to all (P5 co1)

[SLR8],[SLR15],
[SLR21],[SLR22],
[SLR25],[SLR30],
[SLR41],[SLR43],
[SLR46]

P6

Practice - Use a team
of architects to collect
and distribute the
knowledge

Define clear responsibilities for architecture team
to handle changes that span through several components and/or sites (P6 co1)

[SLR8],[SLR9],
[SLR17],[SLR31],
[SLR36],[SLR37],
[SLR38],[SLR47],

Ensure each site has representative architect
(P6 co2)

[SLR9],[SLR17],
[SLR38]

Arrange collocated activities for architecture team
to promote awareness (P6 co3)

[SLR16],[SLR26],
[SLR37],[SLR38],
[SLR48]

Establish a team of architects for handling communication between different stakeholders and
teams (P6 co4)

[SLR25],[SLR37]

different stakeholders having different views of what the
architecture actually is (C3 co3). The importance of rec-

ognizing the architect’s role is also brought out in AKM not having an architect with a technical background can
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Table 4: Concerns for Quality Management

ID

Challenge/Practice

Concerns

References

C4

Challenge Insufficient
quality
assurance

Delegating design decisions to local teams deteriorates quality (C4 co1)

[SLR4],[SLR9],
[SLR22],[SLR46]

Insufficient quality management (C4 co2)

[SLR9] [SLR12],
[SLR14],[SLR21],
[SLR25],[SLR34],
[SLR48]

Decentralized data and state management lead to
inferior quality (C4 c3)

[SLR9]

Table 5: Concerns for Change Management

ID

Challenge/Practice

C5

Challenge - Inability to
maintain a stable
architecture

C6

Challenge-Unforeseen
problems due to lack of
compliance to
organization, business
process or architectural
specification

Concerns

References

Lack of stability in architecture leads to difficulties in applying design rules and dividing tasks
(C5 co1)

[SLR18],[SLR24]

Unclear ownership of architectural elements
(C5 co2)

[SLR7][SLR44]

Difficulties ensuring compliance of modular design
throughout the lifecycle and changes in organization (C6 co1)

[SLR2],[SLR10]

A lack of conformance to architectural specification (C6 co2)

[SLR11],[SLR30]

A lack of compliance to the business process
(C6 co3)

[SLR10],[SLR11]

lead to serious issues as the architect is unable to recognize and communicate potential problems in the design
(C3 co1). The responsibility for creating and sharing architectural artefacts must be clear for such knowledge to
be effectively distributed (C3 co2), as well as the level of
detail required to understand the artefacts (C3 co6). Furthermore, if there is only one central architect in a distributed project holding all the information, distributing
it to others is challenging (C3 co5).
As there have been a significant number of studies focusing particularly on AKM, there are also more working
practices found than for other themes. First, studies simply remind the practitioner to communicate (P4 and more
precisely P4 co1). Secondly, to solve some basic knowledge management issues, it is advised that in distributed
projects there should be one single repository where all
architectural artefacts are stored and all relevant stakeholders should have access to that repository (P5 and
specifically P5 co1). The last practice, however, is not
as self-evident - using a team of architects (instead of just
one central architect) to collect and distribute knowledge
(P6). More concretely, each site should have its own representative architect (P6 co2) and these architects should

have collocated activities throughout the design process
to increase awareness within the architect team (P6 co3).
Finally, special concerns (P6 co1) are raised on clearly
defining responsibilities for the architect team to handle
changes that span across components or sites as well as
using the team of architects as mediators, communicating
between different stakeholders (P6 co4). As most practices concentrate on keeping tasks separated, it is especially important to recognize that pure separation is not
always possible, and there should be a clear plan on how to
handle those tasks that are likely to cause most problems.
4.3.4. Quality Management
A key driver in architecture design should be the quality requirements of the system. Thus, quality management
should be defined when considering the ways of working in
a design process. Table 4 lists the concerns in managing
quality - no recommended practices were found under this
theme. Quality is difficult to gain, measure and maintain,
and unsurprisingly we found a challenge related to insufficient quality assurance (C4). There were reports on deteriorated quality due to design decisions being delegated to
teams with no one checking the decisions until it was too
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late (C4 co1). A more general concern was simply insufficient quality management processes (C4 co2) - in most
cases no one was assigned the responsibility for quality assurance. Finally, a concrete concern was raised regarding
decentralized data and state management and their effect
on quality (C4 co3).

A related concern discusses assumptions (C7 co4). Separated teams tend to assume what others are doing if
agreements are insufficiently defined or there is a lack of
communication. This again will often lead to component
mismatch. More detailed concerns relate to prioritization
rules and inconsistent versioning (C7 co1 and C7 co2). As
a way to tend to this challenge, practitioners simply suggest applying commonly acknowledged architecting practices (P7). Such practices are listed by Sauer [SLR21]:

4.3.5. Change Management
Similar to quality management, change management is
an important area of architecting, but there are no good
practices found in the literature to aid change management challenges, as listed in Table 5. There are two main
challenges - maintaining a stable architecture (C5) and
lack of compliance (C6). An architecture may become
unstable if ownership of architectural elements is unclear
(C5 co2), and instability will, in turn, hinder applying design rules (deteriorating quality) making task allocation
difficult, i.e., if architecture is unstable, so is the modular
division (C5 co1). While maintaining stability has to do
with change within the architecture, concerns have been
raised regarding lack of compliance to aspects beyond the
architect’s control (changes within the organization, requirements, process, etc.) (C6 co1). In some cases such
compliance was lacking already at the start of the design
process (C6 co2, C6 co3).

Stick to proven design and architecture principles: information hiding, loose coupling, strong cohesion, design
by contract, open closed principle, avoidance of type interdependencies, etc. .. Principles gear towards understandable software with fewer dependencies, thus easing maintainability and further development.
More concretely, one should ensure that practices are
well-defined (P7 co2), and there should also be well-defined
principles for coding (P7 co1). This would ensure that the
code actually matches the architecture. More detailed concerns relate to using a service oriented approach and using
prototyping (P7 co3, P7 co4). Finally, an important aspect in fitting architecture to requirements is to consider
business goals in design (P7 co5).
While our goal was to find concrete practices for architecting in GSD, the actual technical details given in the
studies were rare. The most detailed approaches identified
are the following:

4.3.6. Design Practices
At the core of architecting are design practices, and
concerns for this theme are listed in Table 6. The challenge we found was caused by insufficiently or incorrectly
defined or applied practices for design and development
(C7). Clearly, problems arise if a) practices are not defined clearly enough or b) practices are not applied as they
are defined. This is most emphasized by simply ignoring
or incorrectly using agreements on design (C7 co5). This
concern specially appears in GSD, as ignorance of such
agreements is often a result of different working cultures
and principles, and the reasoning behind rules may not
be clear for remote sites. Insufficient interface specifications (C7 co3) is particularly challenging in GSD as well,
as separation of tasks relies so heavily on separation of
components, which in turn is achieved through interfaces.
Having commonly agreed practices and well-defined interfaces is critical to enable a working product to be deployed
from the separated tasks. These difficulties were found and
described by Herbsleb and Grinter [SLR50]:

• Well defined invocations, narrowly defined interfaces
[SLR9], [SLR22], [SLR36]
• Week-long workshops for design phase [SLR16]
• Architectural styles [SLR18], [SLR45],[SLR52]
• Documenting architectural design decisions and storing them in a commonly available repository [SLR15],
[SLR25], [SLR41]
• Keep a global repository of architectural components,
including key aspects such as responsibilities, nonfunctional characteristics, assignment to layers and
interfaces. [SLR22], [SLR25]
• Identifying logical [SLR24] and dynamic, timing and
resource dependencies [SLR32]
• Detailed code conventions [SLR30], [SLR35]

Following design agreements, teams developed each component at a single site in relative isolation from other sites’
teams. Each team built simulators to represent other components that their code would need to interact with. Interface specifications lacked details, such as message type
and assumptions on performance, and developers proceeded
unknowingly with incorrect assumptions about other components. Because of simulators the discrepancies remained
hidden for long time

• Work items that affect several subsystems are split
into distinct modification requests (MR) so that each
MR affects one subsystem. A work item in a subsystem that is too much for one person is organized into
several MRs, each for one person. [SLR36]
• Application Programming Interfaces [SLR11]
• Service Oriented Architectures [SLR4], [SLR15],
[SLR33], [SLR44]
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Table 6: Concerns for Design Practice

ID

Challenge/Practice

C7

Challenge-Multiple
problems due to
insufficiently or
incorrectly defined or
applied practices for
design and development

P7

Practice - Apply
commonly acknowledged
architecting practices
and guidelines

Concerns

References

Insufficient prioritization rules (C7 co1)

[SLR4], [SLR9]

Inconsistent versioning (C7 co2)

[SLR9]

Insufficient interface specifications (C7 co3)

[SLR1],[SLR4],
[SLR50]

Incorrect assumptions made during design (C7 c4)

[SLR50],[SLR51]

Ignorance of or incorrect use of principles, rules
and guidelines for architectural design and knowledge management (C7 co5)

[SLR9],[SLR11],
[SLR14],[SLR34],
[SLR36],[SLR44],
[SLR45],[SLR51],
[SLR52],[SLR53]

Ensure that teams develop code based on common
design agreements (P7 co1)

[SLR1],[SLR4],
[SLR8],[SLR17],
[SLR22],[SLR37],
[SLR44],[SLR50]

Use common architectural practices and ensure
they are well-defined (P7 co2)

[SLR4],[SLR13],
[SLR15],[SLR18],
[SLR21],[SLR24],
[SLR34],[SLR38],
[SLR47],[SLR48],
[SLR52],[SLR54]

Use a service oriented approach (P7 co3)

[SLR15],[SLR20],
[SLR44]

Use prototyping (P7 co4)

[SLR30]

Include business goals in design (P7 co5)

[SLR22],[SLR25]

• Microservices [SLR22]

may introduce dependencies between components and the
developers implementing them (C8 co1). Being able to
identify all relevant dependencies requires skills, as demonstrated by Bass et al. [SLR9]:

• Continuous integration and deployment [SLR22]
• Wizards [SLR30]

Currently the view is that the technical mechanisms
that cause task interdependencies are invocations across
modules (assuming a module is a task assignment to a
single team). This view leads to a relatively narrow focus when architects and managers attempt to align the architecture with the organization. We have found that this
narrow view is not sufficient. There are additional architectural mechanisms such as state management, resource
utilization, and schedule synchronization which can also
require extensive interaction among teams.

We can see that the given detailed practices are mainly
concerned with managing work items and enabling loosely
coupled components, while there are also some mechanisms for how to achieve common design practices.
4.3.7. Modularity
A particular aspect of architecting is modularity, i.e.,
separating functionality into independent components or
modules. This is particularly important in GSD, as modularity is often the driver for task allocation. Modularity
related concerns are listed in Table 7. The challenge in
achieving a modular architecture lies in correctly identifying architectural dependencies and decoupling components (C8). As the concerns reveal, not all dependencies
are self-evident - in addition to operation calls, there are
other code level decisions (e.g., common variables and object states) as well as resource dependencies (skills) that

Furthermore, the actual technical practice of decoupling should be carefully considered from all perspectives,
as dos Santos and Werner [SLR28] point out:
Decoupling components may or may not decouple tasks.
Adding an intermediary where the most difficult dependen15

Table 7: Concerns for Modularity

ID

C8

P8

Challenge/Practice

Concerns

References

ChallengeDifficulties in
identifying
architectural
dependencies
and decoupling
components to
sufficiently
separate work
items
Practice - Promote
loose
coupling
with
well-defined interfaces

Insufficient decoupling, cross-component features
(C8 co1)

[SLR1],[SLR17],
[SLR34],[SLR37],
[SLR45]

Inability to recognize dependencies between or created by architectural decisions. (C8 co2)

[SLR4],[SLR9],
[SLR14],[SLR24],
[SLR29],[SLR51],
[SLR54]

Implement well-defined interfaces to increase modularization and aid loose coupling (P8 co1)

[SLR1],[SLR4],
[SLR9],[SLR13],
[SLR17],[SLR24],
[SLR44]

Table 8: Concerns for Task Allocation

ID

Challenge/Practice

Concerns

References

C9

Challenge-Issues with
work items spanning
across several sites

Increased amount of effort with modifications involving several developers across different sites
(C9 co1)

[SLR2]

Increased needs for coordination when using experts from different sites (C9 co2)

[SLR2],[SLR8],
[SLR37],[SLR55]

cies are semantic rather than syntactic may in fact make
the task coordination problem harder. Understanding task
coupling would, for example, let us predict if the need for
coordination is so intense that teams need to be co-located.

tasks have already been allocated to span across several
sites (C9). One should be aware that, in this case, there
will most likely be an increased amount of effort as developers from different sites need to communicate in order to
complete the task (C9 co1). This will lead to increased
needs for coordination (C9 co2). Based on the findings of
our SLR, allocating tasks across sites should be avoided
(unless the company is practicing FTS, which is a special
case). The checklists provided in the Section 5.1 should
help to avoid this particular challenge.

Keeping features within one component also is not an
easy task, and thus dependencies between components can
creep into the architecture if cross-component features are
easily accepted (C8 co1).
The related practice encourages well-defined interfaces
to promote loose coupling (P8), in this context to increase
modularity (P8 co1). Well-defined interfaces were already
discussed in relation to Design Practices, but they are particularly important in achieving modularity in architecture.

5. Discussion
An interesting point in our findings is the similarity between collocated and GSD projects and products, which
is emphasized by Clerc [SLR43]:

4.3.8. Task Allocation
The last theme in our model is Task Allocation, specific
concerns for which are given in Table 8. Task allocation is
at the cutting point of design and project management how to allocate tasks, considering the given resources, organization structure and design? What comes first - design
or organization? Thus, task allocation related challenges
and practices have already been covered partially in relation to organization, design practices and modularity. We
identified one additional challenge. This relates to when

In contrasting software products developed using GSD
with products developed on a single development site, we
did not find significant differences between the two groups.
The recommended practices and challenges we discovered are largely common also in collocated projects, but
there appears to be different emphasis in GSD due to
global distance. As collocated projects do not experience
the challenges brought by the three dimensions of global
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distance, for example task allocation would not be such
an important issue. Hence, modularity would likely be
also less emphasized in collocated projects (although good
architects strive for it anyway).
However, we also found recommendations that the distributed nature of the development work should be taken
into account in the design, and from the SLR we were
able to identify recommended practices targeted specifically for distributed software design. Further, previous
research by Casey and Richardson [25], indicates that not
taking the distributed nature of development into account
causes problems – ”too often the implementation of an
outsourcing or offshoring strategy has been seen as simply
the replication of those strategies which are implemented
for collocated software development.”
Thus, it could be argued that the difference between
distributed and collocated architecting stems from a requirement to adapt the design practices to consider global
distance by, e.g., having a multi-sited team of architects
or leveraging local knowledge from different sites. Whether
this need is widely recognized in practice is not self-evident.
In any case, not recognizing the need for different processes
when working in a distributed environment is a cause for
concern.
As for actual distributed architecting – an overview of
the identified challenges and recommended practices presented in Tables 1-8 clearly reveals a key issue in GSD: the
most acknowledged practices relate to the most commonly
identified challenges. However, practices are still rather
abstract, and scarcely applied. As an example, Clerc reported [SLR43]:

in turn, could be reworked into straightforward questions.
To clarify this process, we will present an example from
the checklist for AKM (Table III). Under this theme, we
had three quotes from the same source [SLR17]:
• ”Case study GLOembed applied a model in which
only architects between between the teams communicated with each other an a lead architect travelled
to all the different team sites to communicate a bout
the strategic plans and road maps”
• ”All these teams were dependent on a central and
top-down unit for inter-team coordination, which implied challenges in .. coordination needed for integration, and high dependency on one lead architect”
• ”Teams were geographically split, with the team lead
architect and senior engineers located at the main
site of the organization ... This required significant
communication taking place over geographical boundaries resulting in very inefficient development processes.
Together these quotes were condensed into one checklist question for AKM: Is architectural design dependent
on a single person / or centralized team?
In our example answers, based on our own background
and experience, we have considered the issues for a GSD
company while using Scrum. We present the checklists and
provided sample answers in interview format. Thus, please
note that example answers are not intended as guidelines!
The purpose of giving these example answers is to help
practitioners achieve better focus on the given questions,
as at first sight some questions may seem rather broad.
We found that there was a gap in current literature
about where Conway’s law applies - whether it goes beyond
composition and structure. Furthermore, we raised the
issue as to whether resources and skills could be taken
into account when matching architecture to organization.
While some answers are incomplete in terms of offering
solutions, the checklist for organizational aspects in Table
I should help the practitioner to fill the gap.
Cross-cutting themes from project management aspects
and architecting are collected in Ways of Working, and the
checklist for related concerns is given in Table II.
AKM issues have been the subject of intensive research,
and they are an essential part of architectural design in
GSD. Table III presents a checklist for AKM concerns.
The challenges brought by global distance are particularly
apparent in the AKM concerns, which highlight the need
to ensure dispersion of knowledge and effective communication despite working in different time zones and countries.
There appeared to be an especially large gap in current literature regarding quality management, particularly
when considering how critical quality is. Our SLR did not
reveal any quality related practices. However, the checklist for quality management concerns as given in Table IV

Decomposition and layering and design patterns are
well-known approaches to reduce complexity but application is scarce both in collocated and GSD products.
Furthermore, many challenges and practices seem to
even mirror each other, such as C1 (Inability to match
architecture to organization) and P1 (Ensure architecture
and organization match). On such a general level, practices are not very helpful. This, however, is the level at
which practices are often reported. To aid the practical design process, our concern framework was designed to bring
practices to a more concrete level.
5.1. Checklists
Taking the concerns a step closer to practice we present
checklists for the practitioner. The checklists are given in
table form with a question, rationale behind the question
and an example answer (see Tables I-VII in Appendix B).
The questions and rationale are based on the primary studies of the SLR. Questions were formulated by examining
the high level analysis of the data synthesis (themes) together with the original text extracts and reworking the
data into question format. The theme gave a context into
which the extract was tied. Focusing on a detailed extract allowed us to pinpoint very concrete issues, which,
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will aid raising quality issues within the organization and
identifying gaps in processes.
Change management is closely linked to quality management, as quality often deteriorates due to lack of compliance to (changing) requirements. A checklist for change
management concerns is given in Table V.
Based on related work, modularity was a key concept
in architecting in GSD. What remained unanswered was
the level at which modularity is actually considered. The
checklists for design practices in Table VI and for modularity related concerns in Table VII will support the practitioner in recognizing both the current working practices
and potential gaps in the processes that the organization
may want to consider.

aspects increased in the previous years and a large number
of researchers were simultaneously active at that point.
Finally, there are limits regarding our data synthesis.
We chose to use thematic analysis, which potentially lacks
in transparency. To address these shortcomings, every
step of the analysis has been carefully logged so choices
for themes can be backtracked. Furthermore, each theme,
practice, challenge and concern has been reviewed by at
least two independent researchers. Therefore, how an individual article contributes to each theme has been validated. However, challenges and recommended practices
may have lost clarity when condensing themes, and thematic borders may be unclear in parts, as there is significant overlap between certain practices and challenges
particularly regarding organization, design practices and
task allocation.

5.2. Limitations and Validity
There are some limitations that must be addressed regarding our SLR, namely completeness, potential bias and
limits to data synthesis. Limitations are discussed in subsection 5.2.1. In addition to limitations, as with any study,
we must consider the potential threats to the validity of
our results. Threats to validity, following Maxwell’s categorization [67] and guidelines for fitting the categories to
software engineering by Petersen and Gencel [68], are discussed in subsection 5.2.2.

5.2.2. Threats to Validity
Descriptive and Theoretical Validity
Descriptive validity concerns accurate recording and
presentation of the data on which conclusions are made.
As the research method was a literature review and all material was thus in written form, descriptive validity threats
are not a real concern in our case. Theoretical validity, in
turn, concerns selection of subjects, instrumentation for
data collection, definition of constructs, and other matters
related to whether the data, and more importantly, the
conclusions drawn from the data, can be trusted. Our data
collection methodology was based on commonly agreed
standards as presented by Kitchenham [59]. Definition
of constructs and selection of subjects (defining population and inclusion and exclusion criteria) was done in an
attempt to gain as wide a selection of studies as possible
that would still answer the given research question as accurately as possible. A possible threat to validity relates
to not considering the validity of the studies involved, i.e.,
we did not perform an evaluation of the validation or evaluation of the results in individual studies.

5.2.1. Limitations
We have searched 6 of the most common and wellknown databases containing software engineering literature. We have used as wide a range of search terms as
possible, derived from the taxonomy by Smite et al. [62]
to cover variations of terminology. Additionally, search
terms were amended to suit particular databases after first
searches if results were clearly skewed. All results or relevant results of which the authors were previously aware
showed up in the search. Thus we have done our best to
strive for an extensive coverage of the field. Using validation throughout the review process also ensured that all
authors followed inclusion and exclusion criteria similarly.
However, we do recognize that as the volume of material
in this field is large, some work might still be left out unintentionally.
We also consider potential bias. The selection has been
validated by two researchers (in addition to the researcher
doing the initial selection) to ensure objectivity. Furthermore, the primary author of this work has not co-authored
any of the included studies in the SLR, thus a researcher
independent of the original work has reviewed every study.
To investigate the potential bias of the primary studies we
performed sensitivity analysis. The results of the analysis
show that a majority of the studies originate from USA
and Europe, and thus mainly reflect the Western viewpoint of GSD. Furthermore, we found a publishing peak,
as a large number of studies were published in 2010. We
did not find a particular reason for such a peak - it may
just be that interest in GSD and particularly architecting

Interpretive Validity and Generalizability
Interpretive validity threats concern correct interpretations of the material. Validity threats related to interpretations have been dealt through rigorous validation of the
thematic analysis by several objective researchers. First,
the primary researcher who made the first interpretation
of the material (”Does the literature discuss challenges or
recommended practices?”) had no previous publications in
the area, and was thus an objective researcher. Second,
other researchers checked verbatim quotes from studies
and confirmed or disagreed with the interpretation of their
content. Finally, the conceptual model, mapping of practices to the model and mapping of the low-level concerns
to the high-level model were similarly validated. Thus,
we are confident that validity threats to interpretive validity have been taken care of. Regarding generalizability,
we are confident that internal generalizability (within the
field of software engineering) is satisfied due to the wide
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selection criteria for the studies. That is, there is no reason to believe that the results would not in general apply
to companies in the field of software engineering involved
in GSD. However, we do recognize that architectural design practices vary depending on company type, size and
used processes, and unfortunately we did not have enough
data to make conclusions on the link between this backgroud and used practices. External generalizability (to
other fields) is not expected.

there is not enough information available about how to efficiently take the distributed nature of development work
into account when doing the design?
In addition to mapping the challenges and practices
found in the literature, we elicited a concern framework
around those challenges and practices to make them more
accessible to practitioners. We further complemented the
framework with checklists, which should aid architecting
in practice. In our future work, we will report how our concern framework corresponds to current architecting practices in GSD, as we are now validating the findings of this
SLR with an interview study of architects from seven different companies practicing GSD.

6. Conclusion
In this paper we conducted a systematic literature review of 55 papers that addressed our research questions
which focused on challenges and recommended practices
for architectural design in GSD.
We found that while there were no larger studies around
the topic and individual papers only provided small contributions, through thematic analysis and collecting the
information from the material we could identify several
challenges and practices associated with our key themes:
Organization (with sub-themes Structure and Resources),
Ways of Working (with sub-themes AKM, Change Management, Quality Management), Design Practices, Modularity and Task Allocation.
In order to provide guidelines for GSD architecture
design decisions, we mapped the challenges to practices
found in the literature according to whether they were focused on project management or design decisions.
The core findings of the challenges and recommended
practices were issues due to lack of communication and
awareness, the difficulties and practices associated with
task allocation, and the importance of following commonly
accepted and proven architecture design practices. We also
found that a clear majority of the identified challenges are
the result of the distributed nature of the architecture design process and that the teams implementing this process
and building the product are distributed. To address the
challenges raised by GSD, we had expected to uncover
design practices that are especially tailored for this context. However, only four of the nine practices we found
are driven by global distribution:
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Appendix A. Review protocol, search strings and validation
The steps for our protocol (after defining research questions) were as follows:
1. Define population, intervention, outcomes of relevance and experimental designs of interest;
2. Derive major terms from the questions by identifying
the population, intervention and outcome;
3. Identify alternative spellings and synonyms for major terms;
4. Check the keywords in any relevant papers we already have;
5. When databases allow, use the Boolean OR to incorporate alternative spellings and synonyms;
6. When databases allow, use the Boolean AND to link
the major terms from population, intervention and
outcome.
Performing step 1 provided us with the following definitions: Population: Practitioners involved in either using
the architecture, or designing the architecture in a GSD
environment. Intervention: Architectural design for GSD,
Architectural decisions in GSD, Architectural knowledge
management in GSD. Outcomes of relevance: How software architecture affects task allocation, How software architecture affects product quality, How organizational structure affects software architecture design, How task allocation affects product quality. Experimental designs of
interest: Empirical studies, experience reports, expert observations, reviews.
Performing step 2 provided us with the basic search
terms: RQ1: software architecture, design, challenges, globally distributed sites, developing software. RQ2: software
architecture, design, recommended practices, geographically distributed sites, software development.
Additionally, we were particularly interested if we could
find differences between between the architectural design
practices used in collocated and those used in globally distributed sites. Thus we also added the search term ”collocated”. An additional search was performed with a search
string combining terms for RQ2 and ”collocated”.
For step 3 we identified alternative spellings and terms.
For example, we decided that process and practice would
be combined as synonyms for the same term. After also
checking keywords (step 4), and using Boolean operators
(step 5) we got the following terms to use in our search:
Software architecture: software architect* OR system
architect* OR software product architect*
Design: design* OR develop* OR produc*
Software development: (software OR system*) AND
(develop* OR engineer* OR produc*)
Collocated: collocate* OR same site* OR samesite OR
same-site* OR one site* OR one-site* OR onesite* OR local* OR same location
Geographically distributed sites: GSD OR DSD OR
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GSE OR DSE OR (distribut* OR multisite* OR global
OR multi-site* OR offsite OR off-site OR offshore* OR
off-shor* OR insource* OR in-sourc* OR multisource* OR
multi-sourc* OR farshor* OR far-shor* OR many site* OR
different location* OR distributed sites)
Recommended: good OR best OR recommend* OR prefer* OR common Process or Practice: practice* OR guideline* OR framework OR model OR pattern OR custom
OR way OR process OR procedure OR protocol*
Challenges: challeng* OR problem* OR restriction* OR
constrain* OR difficult* OR question*
The actual search strings were constructed by combining
all given spellings and synonyms of one term by using the
OR operator, and combining all terms related to a research
question with the AND operator (step 6). For example,
the search string for RQ1 was thus:
(software architect* OR system architect* OR software
product architect*) AND (design* OR develop* OR produc*) AND (challeng* OR problem* OR restriction* OR
constrain* OR difficult* OR question*) AND (GSD OR
DSD OR GSE OR DSE OR (distribut* OR multisite* OR
global OR multi-site* OR offsite OR off-site OR offshore*
OR off-shor* OR insource* OR in-sourc* OR multisource*
OR multi-sourc* OR farshor* OR far-shor* OR many site*
OR different location* OR distributed sites) AND software AND (engineer* OR develop*) AND ((software OR
system*) AND (develop* OR engineer* OR produc*) )
We searched the following databases (in this order):
• IEEE Explore
• ACM Digital library
• SpringerLink
• ScienceDirect
• Wiley digital library
• ISI Web of Knowledge
Google Scholar was excluded as it would not allow a detailed enough search string. For some databases we could
not use all the search terms due to limitations in the number of allowed terms, and also could not combine different
searches with subsets of search terms. In those cases we
would use search terms related to software architecture,
design, collocated and distributed sites, and use the following inclusion criteria:
Include only papers with good/best/recommended practices/processes/framework/model/pattern or challenges
Review process validation
The searches produced a total of 1197 unique references.
One author was primarily in charge of selecting the papers,
but as per the four eyes principle, selections were validated
by other authors. The selection process and validation proceeded as follows. The primary author went through each
paper’s title and abstract, and made a decision to either

include or exclude it based on the given criteria. After
this, two other authors were both given 100 paper’s titles
and abstracts each, and they performed a similar selection
process. The papers given for validation were selected at
random, only making sure that there were a representative number of papers the primary author had accepted to
ensure comparison of decisions. The decisions of different
authors were then checked we set a limit that initially we
should agree on 80% of the cases; otherwise the criteria
and/or the selection process should be re-investigated. If
two authors had made a different decision (one said to include the paper, the other to exclude), the authors would
negotiate and justify their choices. If they could not reach
a consensus on what to do, the third author would have
the final say. After the validation phase, 135 papers were
included for the next phase. Next, the full texts of all
included papers would be read. A paper would then be
included if it could provide direct answers to the research
questions and also still fit the inclusion/exclusion criteria.
Once again the selection was validated by giving a set of
full papers to two other authors each to read. These papers
were again selected randomly, only ensuring that there
were ones that the primary author had accepted as well as
rejected ones. Conflicting selections were negotiated similarly as in the previous phase. After going through the
full texts, we had 46 references to include in the review.
To cover all potential studies, we also checked the reference sections within the selected 46 papers i.e., performed
”backward snowballing, as recommended by Kitchenham
[59]. From the reference lists we found 33 potential titles
that had not been included in our original search. Note,
that for review articles some papers cited in the review
articles were selected for the SLR and some not, thus the
review articles contain more information than the articles
cited by them that are included as individual articles in the
SLR. A full-text screening was performed for all these title which resulted in an additional 9 studies for the review.
Thus, the final number of the reviewed papers published
by May 2018 is 55.
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Table I: Checklist for organizational concerns

Rationale

Example answer in a company using
Scrum

What kind of organizational aspects are
considered
during
design - are all
necessary
aspects
covered?

Design is more likely to stay stable during development and task allocation is easier if organizational aspects are considered beforehand.

We have considered organization reporting
hierarchy, business goals, practices for component reuse and application of Scrum. Notice that have not considered how to handle
maintenance and changes with a distributed
team of architects.

Does the software
structure guide the
organization
or
vice versa? Do the
structures match?

Conway’s law suggests that the architecture
will mirror the organization (communication
structure). More specifically task allocation
will likely mirror the communication structure.

We have considered where teams are allocated, which teams will handle which tasks
and which teams will need to communicate
with each other when designing – thus taken
care to separate modules or tasks accordingly and that the structures match.

What kind of practices are there to
scale down tasks - do
they work?

Poorly defined tasks may be too large for
one team (or person) to handle, resulting in
scheduling and synchronization problems and
possibly lead to tasks across sites when extra
resources are required.

We allocate large tasks per site and the
site manager takes care of scaling down the
tasks per team.

On what scale is
work structure considered?

Relates to previous question on scaling down
work items.

See above.

Are the available
resources
considered/do they act as
a driving force for
the design?

Recognizing resources helps assure that product architecture matches the design. Resources
here mean primarily skills, but also available
personnel and schedule (effort), budget, available components for reuse, licenses, etc.

Architecture is designed with available personnel, reusable components and platform
in mind.

How is the distribution of the resources
considered?

Here resources means people and skills. Distribution of skills is important to recognize,
if some tasks require several specialized skills
that span across sites. Sharing skills is more
difficult between sites.

Distribution of skills is not considered beforehand. Will need to possibly rethink work
structure.

Are there sufficient
practices to match
code for available resources?

There is a need to recognize skills and available manpower and scale down work items to
a sufficiently fine-grained level when planning
task allocation. Tasks should be doable by one
(single-site) team.

We allocate large tasks per site and the
site manager takes care of scaling down the
tasks per team. Site manager knows his
team members and their skills.

Are there working
practices to align decisions to organization structure?

Large-scale design decisions may affect required skills and therefore also task allocation
as much as modular structure.

Architecture is evaluated after each design
iteration to check that decisions comply with
organization.

Are there working
practices
to
handle
misaligned
interests?

Undesirability of some tasks is a problem especially in remote sites when rationale behind
some tasks may not be understood or teams
feel their expertise does not correspond with
the task’s requirements.

Site managers will assign tasks. The architect is responsible that all tasks are completed in schedule. If necessary, the architect will either aid the task manager in
breaking down the task to the teams, or seek
for other teams (if possible).

How are potential
conflicts (e.g., in
schedule) identified
and handled?

Conflicts are more difficult to spot when teams
are working in remote sites and thus if one
team is experiencing problems with, e.g., keeping to agreed schedule, other sites27
may not become aware in time.

Tasks are scheduled in weekly Scrum meetings between architects and site managers.
Site managers will keep track of their teams’
status and report if schedule does not keep.

Question

Table II: Checklist for concerns related to ways of working

Question

Rationale

Example answer in a company using
Scrum

Are all stakeholders
identified and the
appropriate architecture view composed
for their purposes?

It is important to identify all the stakeholders
who require architectural information. Stakeholders may have different backgrounds, and
thus different views may need to be considered
for understandability and promoting awareness.

Architecture is communicated only to developers on remote sites. Other stakeholders are
met on main site and appropriate views used.

Are diagrams drawn
with the stakeholder
in mind?

Follow-up to the previous question - considering the stakeholders background and agenda
and choosing the diagram accordingly will help
promote awareness and reach a better level of
understanding.

Less technical views are used for business
purposes. Developers are assumed to be
aware of common technical notations.

What kind of diagrams are used?

Many architects tend to favor UML, which are
not, however, understood by less technical people or even developers with significantly different backgrounds in terms of education.

Freeform and UML.

Are you using methods to calculate coupling? Should such
methods be used?

Coupling is an easy measurement to calculate
dependencies between components. Tools and
analysis methods can be used to calculate coupling values if dependencies within the architecture are otherwise overlooked or difficult to
find.

Coupling is calculated automatically from
code.

Are there visualizations of decisions or
metrics?

Calculating quality metrics from the architecture may help finding potential bottlenecks
both in terms of quality and task allocation.
Visualizations can aid grasping large-scale decisions.

A decision dependency diagram is created
based on links in artefact repository and wiki.

Is collaborative modeling an option?

Collaborative modeling can help in situations
where teams tend to incorrectly assume functionality of components developed by others.

We have chosen not to use collaborative modeling.
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Table III: Checklist for AKM concerns

Question

Rationale

Example answer in a company using
Scrum

Are all teams and
their relevant members aware of the
architectural design
and decisions?

Not all developers need to be aware of the complete architecture design, and it is often sufficient that the teams know their own modules and interfacing modules. However, there
should be at least someone in the team who is
aware of the architecture and the rationale behind the decisions. This is not self-evident in
distributed development.

Each site has representative architect, who
is responsible for further disseminating architectural knowledge on that site.

Who is responsible
for
the
creation
of
architectural
artefacts?

Evidence shows that particularly when decisions are delegated there is uncertainty about
responsibilities.

The team of architects (one for each site)
is responsible for creation of architectural
artefacts.

Where are the artefacts stored?

Artefacts should be stored to one common
repository for easy access and dissemination.

There is a repository where diagrams, code
and other such artefacts are stored. Additionally, a wiki is used for documenting.

Do all the teams
have access to architectural artefacts?

Access to artefacts promotes awareness and increases trust as teams do not feel left out or
that one site is favored over others.

Both the wiki and the repository are accessible by all project members.

Are the artefacts
understood by (representatives of ) all
teams?

Architects may present some decisions as they
were directed to only other architects.

All artefacts are reviewed on team level and
thus they should be understandable. If a
team member requires information about an
artefact the on-site architect is responsible
for clarifications.

Is architectural documentation detailed
enough?

Particularly remote team members need more
specific documentation to compensate lack of
face-to-face discussions.

Lack of detail usually becomes apparent in
daily Scrums, where team members ask for
clarifications. We could have a better process of ensuring enough detail while preparing the document.

Is architectural design dependent on
a single person/ or
centralized team?

Relying heavily on one chief architect may end
up being a bottleneck, as the chief architect will
be overwhelmed with information requests. A
centralized architecture team helps in answering questions, but is still not as affective as a
distributed team to promote awareness.

In our case we use a distributed team of architects, one for each site.

What are the current knowledge management practices?

Knowledge management practices should be
reviewed and evaluated for sufficiency at the
start of each project.

A shared repository, a common wiki and a
distributed team of architects who promote
awareness at sites.

How is the design
process
arranged
with
distributed
architects?

While a distributed team of architects aids in
terms of awareness, it brings more challenges
to the actual design process.

In the beginning of design the architects
meet in a collocated design workshop. After
that they have first online meetings twice
a week, and then weekly. Architects will
gather for a first review of the architecture,
after which online meetings are held again
more often. The need for communications
fluctuates during the design depending on
the state of the design.

What are the architects’ backgrounds
and main drivers?

It is important to include a an architect with
sufficient technical background knowledge who
will be able to spot possible difficulties
in de29
velopment more easily.

All architects have a technical background.

Table IV: Checklist for quality management concerns

Question

Rationale

Example answer in a company using
Scrum

How is quality ensured if design decisions are delegated to
teams?

Small-level architectural decisions are commonly delegated to the teams in charge of developing the corresponding piece of software.
Quality may deteriorate if these decisions are
not checked in a coordinated fashion.

We use automated unit tests to check functional correctness. Otherwise the on-site
architect is in charge for checking team level
decisions.

Who is responsible
for the quality concerns?

Quality assurance is a vital but often overlooked part of the design process. In a distributed setting where responsibilities easily
become unclear, quality assurance is particularly something that needs a clearly assigned
person.

The architect team is responsible for meeting the quality requirements.

How
is
quality
measured?
Are
measures only for
functional tests or
are non-functional
requirements
addressed as well?

Often quality is only measured as how many
tests are passed, and tests check for functional
quality (i.e., meeting functional requirements).
Measurements for meeting non-functional requirements should be considered as well.

In addition to automated tests we have performance tests. Architecture evaluations
are also held to check conformance to quality demands.

How is data and
state management
organized?

Centralized data and state management may
lead to unintentional dependencies, causing deteriorated quality and requiring more effort
in development due to added communication
needs.

Data and state management is done considering the best choice for the product. Individual databases are used for testing purposes per site.
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Table V: Checklist for change management concerns

Question

Rationale

Example answer in a company using
Scrum

Are possible changes
in
communication
structure
considered in the design
structure?

Conway’s law states that organizations tend to
implement designs that mirror their (communication structure). This implies that critical
changes in communication structure should be
reflected in the architecture as well.

We are using Scrum, and thus some architectural decisions are left open until later in
the design. Within the limits of the core design we may thus address changes in communication structure to a certain level.

Is the architecture
understandable in a
changing organization?

One should be aware that if key resources
(member(s) of the architecture team) are no
longer available, the architecture should still be
understandable. If the organization undergoes
significant structural changes, an architecture
that was designed to reflect the previous organization structure may also seem complex in
the new organization.

Having a team of architects ensures a widespread knowledge of the architecture. Drastic changes in the organization structure
will lead to a review of the architecture.

Is the architecture
compliant with the
requirements?

Functional requirements have a tendency to
change over time, and quality requirements are
refined as well. Design should be checked for
conformance regularly.

Architects review changes in requirements
in their weekly meetings and possible
changes to design are disseminated to teams
in Scrum meetings by on-site architects.

Is ownership of architectural elements
agreed upon?

In case decisions are largely delegated to teams,
there may be confusion on who is responsible
for particular architectural elements.

The team of architects share ownership and
decide amongst themselves a more detailed
division of responsibilities.

How is synchronization handled?

Synchronization relates to synchronizing
tightly coupled work items and states as well
as release synchronization. Not all are obvious.

Tightly coupled items are managed by architects. Release synchronization is handled
through Scrum practices.

Is the business process known and considered while doing
the design?

The business process may affect how development is done (in terms of using resources, handling requirements, etc.), and, e.g., how offthe-shelf components may be used.

The team of architects communicates freely
with the business management side of the
organization and is aware of the limits it
sets for design.
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Table VI: Checklist for design practice concerns

Question

Rationale

Example answer in a company using
Scrum

What are the common design agreements that consider
distributed development?

Architects often do design based on their previous experiences on projects and commonly
agreed practices (found in, e.g., literature). It
is good to inspect whether these practices take
into account the distributed nature of development work.

Extra effort is put to interface design and
definitions to ensure that interfaces are
implemented according to expectations and
agreements. Architecture should be divided
into small components but also kept simple.

What is required
from an interface
to make it ”well
defined”?

”Well-defined” interfaces is a common solution
for separation of components/modules/tasks,
but what is needed for an interface to be welldefined varies.

All operation must have inputs and outputs
defined and a state diagram drawn.

How much instability
is caused due to the
distributed nature of
development?

Instability of architecture should be minimized, as it effects quality of both product and
work, and may hinder efficient task allocation.

Using a team of architects promotes stability as design and development is coordinated at each site.

Who defines prioritization?

Knowing dependencies within the architecture
is important for correct prioritization of design
and development tasks.

Prioritization is defined by architects and
site managers, who may delegate small scale
prioritization to team leaders.

How are design principles recorded and
their use enforced?

Each design decision should be based on rationale or principles. Particularly in a changing organization it is important to also log the
rationale somewhere to ensure design quality
and understandability. Furthermore, if design
decisions are delegated to teams it should be
ensured that they follow the same design principles as the architects.

Architectural decisions are documented in a
wiki, where also rationale is included. Artefacts in the common repository are linked to
the wiki. Each architect is committed to the
common principles.

How are assumptions handled?

Lack of communication often leads to incorrect
assumptions on what other teams are developing and how.

Each architect is aware of the big picture
and is responsible for giving enough information on-site.

Table VII: Checklist for modularity concerns

Question

Rationale

Example answer in a company using
Scrum

What kinds of mechanisms are used for
enhancing low coupling?

Low coupling is essential for separation of
tasks.

We follow design principles that reach for
as independent components as possible, if
there are many dependencies, components
are split to smaller entities if possible.

How is it verified
that all dependencies
are known?

While usage dependencies between components may be rather easy to find, other dependencies exist that may be more difficult to find.

Dependencies will become apparent at development stage the latest, and the information will be forwarded to the representative
architect on site.

How are interdependencies between decisions considered?

Choosing libraries, COTS components, etc.
may affect further design choices.

Dependencies between decisions are identified and noted in the Wiki documentation.
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